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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

This thesis presents the detailed design specifications for a mechanism to handle absentee (or background) computations in a multiple-access computer system. The mechanism operates as a package of self-contained modules with a minimum of dependencies upon the environment in which it resides. Thus, it may be inserted into any existing multiple-access computer system which has the proper environmental features.

The work of this thesis is concentrated in several areas. First, those features which are desirable in a system for handling absentee computations are considered. Many of these features exist in current working systems, but several new features are proposed.

Second, the overall design for a new type of absentee mechanism is considered. The functions of each module in the mechanism are discussed, and interfaces between this mechanism and other parts of the multiple-access computer system are defined.

Next, the detailed design is presented for the two major portions of the new absentee handling mechanism. This design is interesting for several reasons:
1 - Absentee computations are supported in a system designed for time-sharing applications.

2 - The amount of absentee usage on the system may be carefully regulated to comprise anywhere from 0% to 100% of the total absentee and interactive system usage.

3 - The portion of system usage assigned to absentee computations may be further subdivided and assigned to absentee computations of various "types". This provides for ease in implementation of priority schemes for determining which computations should currently be serviced by the system.

4 - The apportionment of system usage is made flexible by the absentee handling mechanism to prevent waste of available computing capability.

5 - Computations of a particular "type" are always guaranteed first claim to the portion of system usage assigned to them.

6 - The mechanism may temporarily suspend and then automatically resume an absentee computation thus making such interruption transparent to the computation.
This ability is useful in providing the apportionment flexibility mentioned above.

Finally, an attempt is made to specify a compact set of commands for users and administrative personnel. The commands are designed to provide smooth interaction with the facilities and capabilities of the proposed absentee handling mechanism. In particular, commands are provided to perform certain obvious functions such as creating and terminating absentee computations, and certain functions unique to this application such as converting an interactive computation to absentee and vice versa, and specifying the apportionment of system usage between interactive and absentee computations.

1.1 Terminology

A time-sharing computer system rapidly shares its resources among many users to give each user the illusion that his computation is constantly running. An interactive user controls the operation of his computation by issuing commands (usually in the form of statements typed at a remote teletype terminal) to the system, observing the system's response to each command, and issuing further commands based on previous responses. An absentee user does not have to be
present at a terminal to control his computation; he submits a file of commands which specify the operation of his job. The system enqueues (i.e., maintains an ordered list of) each of these descriptor files as they arrive.

The concept of a computer utility is that of providing accessible computing capability to a large number of users (referred to as the user community) on a twenty-four-hour-per-day, seven-day-per-week basis. It is normal to expect, however, that malfunctions may require that the system undergo an occasional shutdown so that the malfunction may be repaired. To resume normal operation, the system undergoes a startup procedure.

Each user of the system may store information in private files (usually space on secondary storage media reserved for this user). A potential user of filed information must identify himself to the system by typing a secret password thus preventing unauthorized persons from using the system. This identification procedure is referred to as logging in. When a user is finished using the system he logs out to inform the system that he no longer needs its resources.
Unless otherwise specified, files are used to supply input to and receive output from absentee computations since such computations are generally not attached to terminals. However, the user may desire to receive input to his absentee computation from a private magnetic tape in which case his computation may run only if a tape drive is available. The tape drive in this example is referred to as a dedicated resource since it must be specifically assigned to this user for the duration of his computation. To assure that a required dedicated resource is available when it is needed, the user places a reservation (via the system) to use the resource during a specific time period.

Non-time-sharing computers generally handle jobs in a batch processing format; the jobs are submitted in the form of card decks or magnetic tapes at a central computer installation and are processed sequentially, either one at a time, or in the case of recent multi-processing systems, several at a time.

The system load on a time-sharing computer system which services both interactive and absentee computations refers to the current demands for service to all computations on the system. When the load decreases more computations may be initiated to push the load back up to peak efficiency.
operating levels. At any instant during
the operation of the system, requests for service are
enqueued on a priority basis (scheduled), and the request
at the head of the queues is the first to be serviced.

**Priorities** are generally assigned to computations
to indicate some sort of preferential ordering for service.
Admission priorities are used by the system to determine
which of several computations attempting to log in should
actually be allowed to log in to the system. Scheduling
Priorities are used by the system to determine which
of several logged in computations should be given service
by a processor when that processor becomes available.
Admission priorities are generally fixed whereas scheduling
priorities are dynamically computed at execution time.

1.2 Background

The concept of providing absentee usage facilities
in a time-sharing environment is not new, but the general
design principles have not yet been discussed. Two of
the earliest successful attempts in this area are:
1 - The Compatible Time-Sharing System (1,15) implemented on the IBM 7094 by M.I.T. in 1962. Absentee capabilities were included in the original design of C.T.S.S. The ability for an interactive user to initiate an absentee computation was added in 1965-1966.

2 - Time Sharing System/360 (4,5) implemented by IBM on its 360/67. Absentee capabilities were included in the original design for which a prototype implementation became available in 1967. Some notable features of the TSS/360 implementation include the ability for a user to interrupt his running interactive computation and convert it to absentee, and the ability for a user to initiate a wide range of bulk input/output operations via commands which may be issued by interactive or absentee computations. These bulk input/output requests are handled as standard absentee computations and are enqueued until the input/output devices needed to service the requests become available.
The absentee handling mechanism designed in this thesis is being implemented as an integral part of the "Multics" system (Multiplexed Information and Computing Service) under development at Project MAC at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Multics is being designed and implemented as a general purpose time-sharing operating system for the computer utility. The reader interested in exploring Multics further should consult a group of papers (5,6,7,8,9,10) which were presented at the Fall Joint Computer Conference in 1965. Project MAC Technical Report-30 (4) contains a discussion of the organization of the computer utility and a description of the basic design of the Multics system.

1.3 Organization

Chapter 2 discusses those features which are desirable in a system which supports absentee computations, and the controls that users and system administrative personnel should have over absentee computations.

Chapter 3 presents a block-diagram overview of the absentee handling mechanism, and discusses the functions
performed by each of the modules in the mechanism.

Chapter 4 develops the concept of a computation stream and then illustrates how several such streams may be combined to form a versatile multiple-stream queueing mechanism for absentee computations.

Chapter 5 considers the problems of regulating the system load in a system which supports both interactive and absentee computations. A mechanism for performing the load control function is proposed which utilizes the flexibility of absentee computations to assure that the load remains close to its most efficient operating level. The mechanism allows the computing capability of the system to be allocated in any proportion between interactive and absentee computations, and provides the ability to quickly and smoothly adjust the system to a new load reapportionment.

Chapter 6 presents a set of commands for users and administrative personnel to create, control, and terminate absentee computations.
CHAPTER 2
Features of Absentee Computations

This chapter defines absentee, interactive, and batch computations, and discusses the similarities between absentee and batch computations, the features of absentee computations, and the facilities of the absentee handling mechanism.

2.1 Computation Modes

A user may run his computation in either of two modes, namely interactive or absentee.

An interactive computation (IC) is controlled by a user who enters commands at a remote terminal, receives responses from the system at that terminal, and enters additional commands based on previous responses. The interactive mode affords the user precise control over his computation and allows the user to make major changes of strategy at run time. The interactive mode is particularly useful for program debugging and for implementing programs which "talk" with non-programmer users (administrators, scientists, flight reservation personnel, etc.)
An absentee computation (AC) does not require interaction with the user. The user submits an absentee computation as a file of commands (absentee source file) basically identical to the commands the user would enter if running the same computation interactively. The absentee mode frees the user from having to be present to control his computation and is particularly useful for running checked-out programs and "production" runs.

A batch computation is basically identical to an absentee computation except for the manner in which the file of commands is submitted to the system. An absentee source file is generally submitted via a remote terminal, whereas a batch computation command file is generally submitted in the form of a card deck at the central computer installation.

2.2 Features of Absentee Computations

An absentee computation may be initiated for a user by one of the user's interactive computations, another of the user's absentee computations, or a batch computation submitted by the user.

A user's absentee computations may be terminated by any of that user's interactive or absentee computations.

A user may specify (for his own protection) any running time limit for each of his AC's. If the time limit is exceeded, the system automatically saves the AC so that partial results are not lost. If the user does not specify a time limit for an AC, then a default value is assumed by the system, again for the user's protection.
A computation (IC or AC) of a particular user may obtain status information about any of that user's computations (both IC's and AC's). Detailed information about each of a user's AC's is always available to that user, regardless of whether his AC's are waiting to be run or are currently running.

An interactive user may interrupt his IC at any point and convert it to an AC. This feature is desirable in the case that a user wishes to start his program interactively to make sure that it is working properly, and then convert the program to absentee so that it may continue to completion without the user's attention.

An interactive user may interrupt any one of his AC's at any point and convert it to his current IC. This feature is useful in the case that the user wants to monitor the progress made by his absentee computation, or perhaps make some run-time changes in either the program or its data. In some cases, the user may convert a computation from absentee to interactive to get a higher priority for the computation so that the computation may be completed sooner.

The system administrative personnel may terminate any AC (or IC) which appears to be a "troublemaker".

The system administrative personnel may specify an apportionment of system resources between AC's and IC's.
in order to emphasize a particular mode during certain periods of system operation. In effect, this apportionment partitions the system into two distinct sub-systems, one for running AC's and one for running IC's. The AC-IC apportionment may range anywhere from 0%-100% to 100%-0%.

A user may have many running AC's (and many IC's) at one time, but the number can be administratively limited. In the case that a single user has several IC's at various terminals, each of the IC's has equal control over any of the user's AC's.

Input to an AC is normally taken from the appropriate absentee source file. Output from an AC normally goes to a user-specified absentee output file. The user may alternatively specify dedicated resources (in place of files) for AC input/output.

A user requiring dedicated resources for use by any of his AC's should place an advance reservation for the resources.

2.2 System Features

The system enquires user requests to initiate new AC's so that these AC's may be initiated in the future at a time which the system feels is opportune.

The system may temporarily suspend service to a number of AC's so that an increased load of IC's may be more effectively serviced. Similarly, the system may "bump" a number of IC's so that an increased load of AC's may be serviced. Bumping an IC
involves saving the IC in its current state and automatically logging out the user. To continue a bumped IC the user must log in again and specify that the bumped IC be resumed. After a user has been bumped, he will often find that he cannot log in again immediately. This occurs because the most frequent reason for bumping a user is to decrease the system load and maintain the load at its lower level.

The system may automatically resume service to suspended AC's when the IC load decreases. (Note the asymmetry here. A suspended AC is always automatically resumed by the system while a bumped IC can only be resumed by the interactive user himself. This property is critical to the process of dynamic load balancing discussed in Chapter 5.)

Jobs may be submitted to the system in a batch-processing format as a deck of cards. Such jobs, after undergoing a procedure to validate the identity of their originators, are handled by the absentee mechanism in the same manner as AC's requested by IC's or other AC's.

The system makes shutdown transparent to AC's by suspending any AC's running at shutdown and automatically resuming the suspended AC's at startup time. Any AC's which are sitting in the queues waiting to be run at shutdown, remain enqueued during shutdown and may be initiated by the system after startup.
The apportionment of resources between AC's and IC's is normally done for various long periods of system operation called shifts. However, the demands made by AC's and IC's upon the system over the short term may vary significantly and frequently. The system caters to short term variations in demand by making modifications to the resource apportionment over short periods called integration periods. The Load Control mechanism (see Chapter 5) compares the current demands upon the system with the current shift's resource apportionment, and makes necessary adjustments in the AC and IC loads to insure that good quality service is provided to all running computations regardless of any short-term surges in demand. For example, if the AC-IC apportionment is 25%-75% and the AC demands decrease to only 20%, then Load Control allows enough new IC's to be initiated to bring the IC usage up to 80%. When the short-term variations are of greater magnitude, Load Control may elect not to match a decrease in one mode of usage with an equal increase in the other. Instead, it may match a 20% decrease with only a 10% increase. This provides a damping effect which helps to prevent the current usage of system resources from varying too significantly from the desired shift resource apportionment. See chapter 5 for a more precise discussion of the load balancing operations performed by Load Control.
The system keeps track of all AC's requiring dedicated resources to be initiated. Whenever a reservation made for a particular AC becomes due, the system automatically initiates that AC.

In a system in which many computations are simultaneously competing for service, it is desirable to provide some sort of priority mechanism to allow a user to express the relative importance of his computation. The user is provided with a choice of priority streams in which he may request his AC be run. High priority streams provide service at higher cost, while low priority streams may provide slower service but at reduced cost. If the user does not specify in which priority stream he wants his computation to run, the system automatically inserts the computation into the standard stream. Since absentee computations do not necessarily have to be initiated immediately, a series of waiting queues is provided, one for each priority stream. When Load Control decides that more absentee computations may run in a particular stream, it informs the mechanism which handles the absentee queues to initiate an appropriate number of absentee computations from the waiting queue for that stream.
CHAPTER 3
Overview of the Absentee Monitor

The Absentee Monitor consists of a group of related modules and a series of queues which together are responsible for the enqueuing, initiation, control, and termination of absentee computations. This chapter discusses the major sections of the Absentee Monitor and the interrelationship between the Absentee Monitor and other parts of the multiple-access computer system. Figure 3.1 illustrates the structure of the overall mechanism for handling absentee computations. Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7 describe the parts of the mechanism in greater detail.

3.1 Major Sections of the Absentee Monitor

The Absentee Monitor consists of three modules and two sets of queues, one queue in each set being assigned to service each priority stream. Chapter 4 discusses the queuing mechanism in detail.

3.1.1 Absentee Queue Control

As new requests to initiate absentee computations are entered by users into the system, the names of the corresponding
Figure 3.1
Mechanism for Control of Absentee Computations
absentee source files and absentee output files (and other additional useful information) are placed into queues where they remain until such time as the system decides to initiate additional absentee computations. Absentee Queue Control is the system module responsible for making appropriate entries in the queues, retrieving entries when they are needed by other parts of the absentee mechanism, and deleting entries which are no longer needed.

3.1.2 Absentee Waiting Queues

The Absentee Waiting Queues are a series of queues, one per priority stream, which contain the per computation information for absentee computations waiting to be initiated. A user request to initiate a new absentee computation causes Absentee Queue Control to make an entry for this computation in the appropriate Absentee Waiting Queue.

3.1.3 Absentee Running Queues

The Absentee Running Queues are a series of queues, one per priority stream, which contain the per computation information for each running absentee computation. When an absentee computation is initiated, Absentee Queue Control deletes the corresponding entry from the appropriate Absentee Waiting Queue and inserts an entry in the appropriate Absentee Running Queue.
3.1.5 Absentee Initiation Module

Whenever more absentee computations may be initiated, Load Control (see Chapter 5 and section 3.2.3 below) informs the Absentee Initiation Module of the number of AC's to initiate. The Absentee Initiation Module decides which AC's to initiate and makes the appropriate calls to initiate them. The Absentee Initiation Module calls Absentee Queue Control to make the appropriate insertions (deletions) in the Absentee Running (Waiting) Queues.

3.1.5 Absentee Shelving Module

Hereafter, the short-term suspension of absentee computations referred to in Chapter 2 is termed "shelving" the absentee computations. The distinction between a shelved computation and a computation which has merely been saved is that a shelved computation is only saved temporarily until such time as the system decides to continue it, whereas a saved computation can only be continued if the user logs in interactively and orders such action. "Unshelving" is the process of resuming a shelved computation and is performed automatically by the Absentee Monitor.

Whenever it becomes necessary to decrease the number of running AC's, Load Control informs the Absentee Shelving Module of how many AC's to shelve. The Absentee Shelving Module decides
which AC's to shelve and makes the necessary calls to shelve them. Absentee Queue Control is called to make the appropriate insertions (deletions) in the Absentee Waiting (Running) Queues. Note that shelving an AC involves placing an entry for it back into the appropriate Absentee Waiting Queue so that the AC again becomes a candidate for initiation by the Absentee Initiation Module.

3.2 Relationships between the Absentee Monitor and other parts of the Multiple-Access Computer System

This section discusses the environment of the absentee mechanism. Load Control is discussed here instead of in section 3.1 only because its functions are related to both IC's and AC's. However, Load Control is a critical portion of the absentee mechanism and is discussed in detail in Chapter 5.

3.2.1 System Control

System Control is the module which processes command requests from the system administrative personnel. In particular, System Control conveys the AC-IC apportionment information from the System Administrator to Load Control, and the dedicated resource apportionment information to the Reserver.

3.2.2 Performance Measurement

Periodic determination of the current amounts of interactive
and absentee usage being supported by the system is essential to the operation of the load-balancing mechanism. Performance Measurement obtains these usage statistics by observing various system parameters and conveys the information to Load Control.

3.2.3 Load Control

The main functions of the Load Control module are:

1 - to see that the apportionment of resources between interactive and absentee computations remains close to that specified by the System Administrator

2 - to cater to short-term variations in the demands upon the system's resources by dynamically varying the current resource apportionment

3 - to see that the system is neither under- nor overloaded.

Load Control compares the apportionment information it receives from the System Administrator with the current usage statistics supplied by Performance Measurement. If any significant discrepancies exist between these sets of figures, then Load Control may modify the system load by any of the following means:

1 - call the Absentee Initiation Module to initiate more AC's

2 - call the Absentee Shelving Module to shelve some AC's

3 - increase the maximum number of IC's allowed

4 - decrease the maximum number of IC's allowed

5 - automatically log out some IC's
3.2.4 Load Control Table

In this table, Load Control maintains a list of all logged-in IC's and certain additional information such as the total number of logged-in IC's and the maximum number of IC's which the system currently allows. During the load-balancing operations, Load Control obtains information about AC's from the Absentee Waiting Queues and the Absentee Running Queues and about IC's from the Load Control Table.

3.2.5 Reserver

The Reserver is responsible for scheduling the usage of dedicated resources (for both IC's and AC's). If a user's AC requires dedicated resources, the user must place an advance reservation for the resources. The system automatically initiates the AC when the reservation becomes due.

3.2.6 SAVE, RESUME, and QUIT

These mechanisms are provided in the multiple-access computer system to facilitate certain manipulations of computations useful to both AC's and IC's. QUIT is called to stop the execution of a computation and place the computation into a state in which it may be easily preserved, lost, or continued. SAVE is used to preserve the computation in its current state so that the computation may be continued in the future. RESUME is used to continue a SAVED computation.
Shelving an AC involves first QUITting the AC, then SAVING it, deleting the Absentee Running Queue entry for it, creating an absentee source file containing a RESUME command, and placing an entry for this file in the appropriate Absentee Waiting Queue. Unshelving an AC is done by the Absentee Initiation Module in the same fashion as initiating a new AC. However, since the absentee source file for this AC consists of merely a RESUME command to resume a SAVED file, the saved AC is restarted.

3.2.7 User Commands

Users are provided with a detailed set of commands with which to control the initiation, operation, and termination of absentee computations (see Chapter 3). These commands cause calls to entries in the Absentee Monitor and status information is returned to the user in each case to indicate if the calls are successful.
CHAPTER 4

Features of the Queueing Mechanism

The Queueing Mechanism consists of the Absentee Waiting Queues, Absentee Running Queues, and the Absentee Queue Control module. This chapter describes the structures of the various queues and the operation of Absentee Queue Control.

4.1 Necessity for a Queueing Mechanism

During the operation of the system, user requests to initiate new AC's may arrive faster than the new AC's can be initiated. One reason for this is that the maximum number of AC's which may run simultaneously may be limited, thus necessitating the placement of waiting requests into a waiting line or queue. Actually, a queueing mechanism can be avoided if it is felt by the system designers that if there currently is no room for more AC's, then the user should retry his request at a later time. This, in effect, is the method used in the case of new interactive users. If the new IC cannot be initiated the user must wait until a later time and then reattempt to log in. The reason for this choice is obvious. Suppose, for example, that an interactive user tries to log in and that the system cannot handle any more interactive users now. Suppose that the system
then proceeds to enqueue this user's request in a waiting line with other requests for IC's. Clearly, there is no way to tell how long it will be before the new request may be serviced. Thus, the user might sit faithfully at his console for several minutes or perhaps several hours before his request may be serviced. From the human factors standpoint which is so critical in the design considerations for a multiple-access computer system, such an occurrence is not tolerable.

However, since a user does not have to be present to run his absentee computation, it is clear that requests for AC's may be enqueued for future initiation without any inconvenience for the user. As a matter of fact, in this way the user is assured that his AC will be initiated at the earliest possible time. As will become clear in Chapter 5, this feature of absentee computations is most critical to the design and operation of the load-balancing mechanism.

4.2 Queue Discipline

The order in which requests to initiate new AC's are serviced need not necessarily be the same as the order in which these requests arrive. The method of choosing the next AC to be initiated from the queues is referred to as the queue discipline. Among the more common queue disciplines are first-in-first-out (fifo) which selects entries on a first-come-first-served basis, and last-in-first-out (lifo) which selects entries on a most-current-first-served basis.
The queue discipline chosen for the Absentee Waiting Queues and Absentee Running Queues utilizes both fifo and lifo disciplines in a slightly modified fashion.

4.3 First-In-First-Out Disciplines

The C.T.S.S. system uses a fifo discipline in which at most one absentee computation may run at a time. Once an AC has begun to run it must be run to completion or until it is automatically logged out. No provision is made to allow the running computation to be temporarily suspended and then resumed. Absentee usage is never too significant a portion of total system usage since there is usually a single running absentee computation and as many as 30 running interactive computations. Hence, the suspension of the single absentee computation is not really a versatile tool in terms of allowing more interactive usage to occur. Figure 4.1 illustrates the C.T.S.S. queuing mechanism for absentee computations.

![Diagram of queueing mechanism]

Figure 4.1
C.T.S.S. Absentee Queueing Mechanism
An obvious extension to the C.T.S.B. queuing mechanism is to allow many AC's to run at one time. This introduces some interesting load considerations since it might result in a system with a poor interactive response if the number of running AC's becomes large. This problem is discussed in detail in Chapter 5. Figure 4.2 illustrates a queuing mechanism which allows for many running AC’s at one time.

Figure 4.2
Fifo Mechanism with Multiple Running AC's
Note that the structure of the mechanism of Figure 4.3 allows arbitrary criteria to be used in deciding the ordering of the entries in the running queue. The lifo discipline is particularly useful for the extension made to this structure in the next section.

4.5 Computation Streams

Now let us consider the idea of shelving an absentee computation. Since a user is generally not present to control his absentee computation, the user does not suffer any inconvenience if his computation is temporarily suspended and automatically resumed. As has been mentioned previously, this property of AC's facilitates the design of the load balancing mechanism presented in Chapter 5. In this section, the mechanism of Figure 4.3 is extended to allow the removal of an entry from the running queue and placement of this entry back into the waiting queue.

Figure 4.4 illustrates this new mechanism which is referred to as a computation stream. The stream consists of a first-in-first-out queue of waiting AC's and a last-in-first-out queue whose entries point to the various running AC's. User requests for new AC's cause entries to be placed at the back of the waiting queue. The entry at the front of the waiting queue is next to be initiated. The entry at the front (last-in)
Figure 4.4
A Computation Stream
of the running queue is the first to be shelved when any AC's are to be shelved. Also this entry, when shelved, is placed back onto the front of the waiting queue and hence it becomes the first entry to be initiated again when more AC's are to be initiated. The entry at the back of the running queue (first-in) is the last entry to be shelved whenever AC's are to be shelved.

This stream mechanism gives us the ability to increase and decrease the absentee load as dictated by the load balancing mechanism, while at the same time assuring automatic completion of all AC's regardless of whether they are ever shelved for any reason.

4.6 Flow of a Computation through a Stream

Figure 4.5 illustrates the flow of an AC through a computation stream. Since an AC may be shelved and unshelved many times as it runs, the entry for the AC may pass back and forth through the waiting and running queues until it eventually reaches completion while residing in the running queue. Note that it is possible for an AC to leave the stream while it is in the waiting queue. This happens, for example, if the user decides to terminate the AC. Chapter 6 discusses user control of AC's in detail.
FLOW BETWEEN QUEUES

(3) ♦ (4) AC is initiated (or unshelved)
(4) ♦ (3) AC is shelved

FLOW THROUGH A STREAM

(1) ♦ (2) AC enters the stream
(2) ♦ (3) AC moves toward the front of the running queue
(3) ♦ (2) AC moves toward the rear of the waiting queue
(4) ♦ (5) AC moves towards the rear of the running queue
(5) ♦ (6) AC moves towards the front of the running queue
(6) ♦ (5) AC moves towards the front of the running queue

(4) An AC may be completed regardless of its position in the running queue. The AC's entry is deleted and all other AC entries maintain their same relative positions in the running queue.

Figure 4.5
Flow of a Computation through a Stream
4.7 Multiple Stream Queuing Mechanism

It is apparent from the discussion of section 4.5 that a stream-type queuing mechanism coupled with a load control mechanism which orders the shelving and unshelving of AC's is a useful means of controlling the amount of absentee usage supported by the system. An even greater degree of control over the absentee usage is made available by utilizing a multiple stream queuing mechanism. Thus, it may be advantageous to differentiate between various types of absentee computations (such as might be done in the implementation of a priority scheme) and such a differentiation could be made by associating AC's of each type with a distinct stream. Then, the load control mechanism could control the usage in each stream individually. These operations are described in detail in Chapter 5.

Figure 4.6 illustrates a multiple stream queuing mechanism. Note that no reference has been made so far to a means of ordering interactive computations or differentiating between various types of IC's. This has been so because our primary concern has been considerations related to absentee computations. The discussion of Chapter 5 includes several such considerations of IC's.
CHAPTER 5
Load Control

When both interactive and absentee computations may run together in a multiple access computer system, it becomes necessary to apportion system resources and computing capability between the two modes. This chapter discusses how such an apportionment is made, adhered to, and dynamically adjusted by the system to maintain itself at efficient operating levels.

5.1 Terminology

The sum total of the demands made upon the system's computing capabilities by all computations on the system is referred to as the system load. Depending upon the capabilities of the particular computer system in question, the system may operate efficiently over a wide range of load situations. Generally, on a large-scale time-sharing system many computations may run simultaneously, but there is a limit
to the number of computations which the system can support
without becoming over loaded.

As a measure of system load we use the number of running
computations. The stream load in a computation stream is the
number of running computations in that stream. The stream backup
in a computation stream is the number of computations in the
waiting queue for that stream. Stream backup is a measure of
potential stream load. The system's load configuration is a
summary of the stream load and stream backup for each of the
system's computation streams.

For any particular multiple access computer system, the
most efficient load configuration (i.e., the load configuration
which results in the most useful computation) is difficult to
predict while the system is under development. After the
system becomes operational, however, efficient load configurations
readily become apparent. A multiple access computer system is
said to be properly-loaded if it is operating near its most
efficient load configuration, overloaded if there is less
useful computation being performed than when the system is in
its most efficient load configuration, and under-loaded if the
addition of more computations would result in an increased
amount of useful computation. These terms may also be used to
describe the load in a computation stream. In particular, a
stream which normally services seven computations is over-loaded
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if nine computations are currently running in that stream, 
under-loaded with five running computations, and properly-loaded 
with seven running computations.

The load control problem is to maintain the system in 
a properly-loaded state. If a system is operating in 
an under-loaded state, the load control problem is to increase 
the number of running computations. If a system is operating 
in an over-loaded state, the load control problem is to 
decrease the number of running computations. If a system is 
operating in a properly-loaded state, the load control problem 
is to maintain this state.

5.2 Load Control in a Purely Interactive System

Consider the load control problem in a system dedicated 
to servicing only interactive computations. The system load, L, 
is equal to the number of running IC's. The system resources 
are available to the various IC's. It is only necessary to 
limit the number of IC's to some maximum, N1, to prevent the 
system from becoming over-loaded (N1 IC's therefore corresponds 
to a properly-loaded state). The System Administrator specifies 
initial value of N1 at startup time and may alter N1 at any 
time during system operation.

Figure 5.1 shows a simple load control mechanism for a
APPORTIONMENT:

REAPPORTIONMENT:

NEW IC ATTEMPTS TO LOG IN:

RUNNING IC LOGS OUT:

\[ M_1 = \text{maximum number of IC's allowed} \]

\[ C_1 = \text{current number of running IC's} \]

Figure 5.1 Load Control in a Purely Interactive System
purely interactive system. When a new IC attempts to log in, Load Control checks to see if the number of IC's, \( C_1 \), currently on the system is less than the allowed maximum. If \( C_1 \) is less than \( M_1 \), the IC is allowed to log in and \( C_1 \) is incremented by one. If \( C_1 \) is greater than or equal to \( M_1 \), then the IC may not log in now; a new attempt to log in must be made at a later time. When a running IC logs out \( C_1 \) is decremented by one.

The System Administrator may reset \( M_1 \) while the system is in operation. Load Control checks to see if \( M_1 \) is less than \( C_1 \). If not, then no adjustments in the current IC load are needed. However, if \( M_1 \) is less than \( C_1 \) the system automatically assumes an over-loaded state and \( C_1 - M_1 \) running IC's must be logged out to bring the IC load down to a properly-loaded state. Decreasing the number of running computations is referred to as load trimming.

5.3 Load Trimming Strategies

The most direct way to trim the IC load is to immediately log out the necessary number of IC's. (Note that it is therefore desirable to associate some ordering with the IC's in order to have a criterion for choosing which IC's to log out first. See section 5.7 for a discussion of interactive computation streams.) Such a strategy is referred to as a trim-by-force and is illustrated in Figure 5.2.
LOAD TRIM-BY-FORCE TO A LOG

If all of the logic in the load trim-by-force has been used, the program will proceed to the next step.

Figure 5.2 Load Trim-by-Force
In this example, the load is to be trimmed to P IC's. If \( C_1 \) is less than or equal to P then no adjustments in the load are needed. However, if \( C_1 \) is greater than P, then IC's are automatically logged out one-by-one until \( C_1 \) equals P.

From the system's viewpoint, the load trim-by-force is a quick and sure means of decreasing the IC load. However, the trim-by-force results in inconvenience to the IC's which are logged out, since they cannot run to completion now, and they may have to wait quite a while before they may log in again to continue their work. From the human factors standpoint it might be reasonable to adopt a continuous service policy towards IC's. This policy would then require a more flexible load trimming strategy which is referred to as load trim-by-attrition and is illustrated in Figure 5.3.

In this example, the load is to be trimmed-by-attrition to P IC's. If \( C_1 \) is already less than or equal to P, then no adjustments in the load are necessary. However, if \( C_1 \) is greater than P, then the load is decreased to P as \( C_1 - P \) IC's voluntarily log out. This is a gradual process, since the load decreases at the same rate as voluntary IC logouts. The IC's on the system at the time the load trimming begins do not undergo any inconvenience; they may run to completion and log out when they are done. However, once an IC logs out, it may not log in again until \( C_1 \) becomes less than P. The
LOAD TRIM-BY-ATTRITION TO P IC's:

- \( C_1 \leq P \)

- \( C_1 = C_1 - 1 \)

 wait for next IC to voluntarily log out

... a running IC voluntarily logs out

Figure 5.3 Load Trim-by-Attrition
1 - Trim-by-Force at time $T_2$ which automatically logs out enough computations at $T_2$ to bring the load down to $P$.

2 - Trim-by-Attrition starting at time $T_2$ and finishing whenever enough computations have voluntarily logged out to bring the load down to $P$.

3 - Trim-by-Attrition starting at time $T_2$ with the restriction that if enough computations have not voluntarily logged out by $T_2$, a trim-by-force will be applied at $T_3$ to bring the load down to $P$.

4 - Trim-by-Attrition starting earlier than time $T_2$ so that there is a better chance for the load to be down to $P$ by $T_2$. A trim-by-force is applied at $T_3$ if more than $P$ computations remain to bring the load down to $P$.

Figure 5.4: Load Trimming Strategies
trim-by-attrition strategy does have one significant drawback. If the IC’s on the system do not log out in a short time, they can remain on the system as long as they would like to and thus prevent the load from being trimmed. In such a case it might be reasonable to impose some time limit on the voluntary logouts, and if the load has not been trimmed to P IC’s by that time, then a trim-by-force could be used to complete the load trimming. If it is required that the IC load be trimmed to P by a certain time, then the load trimming could be initiated in advance of this time. Figure 5.4 illustrates the various load trimming strategies discussed in this section.

5.4 Load Control in a Single-Stream Purely Absentee System

Now consider the load control problem in a system dedicated to servicing only absentee computations. The system load, L, is equal to the number of running AC’s. The System Administrator specifies the maximum number of running AC’s, N_A, at startup time and may alter N_A at any time during system operation.

Figure 5.5 shows a load control mechanism for a purely absentee system utilizing the computation stream concept discussed in Chapter 4. When a user enters a request for an AC, Load Control checks to see if the number of running AC’s, C_{AR},
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is less than the allowed maximum. If \( C_{ar} \) is not less than \( M_a \)
then the AC cannot be initiated now and must wait in the
computation stream’s waiting queue. The number of AC’s
waiting to be initiated, \( C_{aw} \), is incremented by one.
If \( C_{ar} \) is less than \( M_a \) then the AC can be initiated immediately.
\( C_{ar} \) is incremented by one and an entry for this AC is placed
into the computation stream’s running queue.

When a running AC logs out \( C_{ar} \) is decremented by one
and the running queue entry for the AC is deleted. If this
causes \( C_{ar} \) to fall below \( M_a \) then more AC’s may be initiated.
Load Control checks to see if any AC’s are waiting to be initiated
and if so initiates enough AC’s to bring the AC load back
up to \( M_a \).

The System Administrator may increase or decrease \( M_a \) while
the system is in operation. If \( M_a \) is decreased so that it
becomes less than \( C_{ar} \) then Load Control orders \( C_{ar} - M_a \) AC’s
shelved. If \( M_a \) is increased to a value greater than \( C_{ar} \) then
Load Control orders \( M_a - C_{ar} \) AC’s unshelved. Note that if the
AC load has to be decreased (i.e., \( M_a \) is set to a value less
than \( C_{ar} \)) then it is reasonable to immediately shelve the
necessary number of AC’s. The method of load trim-by-attrition
need not be used since the shelved AC’s do not undergo any
inconvenience in the sense that a bumped IC does. Thus the
AC load is only trimmed by a load trim-by-force.
5.4 Load Control in a Multiple-Stream Purely Absentee System

Now let us extend the discussion of Section 5.3 to include the load control problem in a multiple-stream purely absentee system. In particular, consider a system comprised of \( n \) absentee streams. The following definitions will be useful in the discussion:

\[
M_a(i) = \text{maximum number of AC's which may run in stream } i \text{ at one time} \\
C_{ar(i)} = \text{current number of AC's running in stream } i \\
C_{aw(i)} = \text{current number of AC's waiting to be run in stream } i \\
M = \sum_{i=1}^{n} M_a(i) = \text{maximum number of AC's which may run on the entire system at one time} \\
R = \sum_{i=1}^{n} C_{ar(i)} = \text{current number of AC's running on the entire system} \\
W = \sum_{i=1}^{n} C_{aw(i)} = \text{current number of AC's waiting to be run on the system}
\]

The System Administrator apportions resources by specifying \( M_a(i) \) for each stream. The sum of these, \( M \), therefore represents what the Administrator considers to be the maximum number of AC's which may run at one time and still keep the system operating in a properly-loaded state. In effect the Administrator specifies that \( M \) slots are available for
use by AC's. At any time a particular slot is either empty or in use. Since \( M \) running AC's represents a properly-loaded system, the load control problem is to maintain the system so that either \( M \) or fewer slots are in use. If more than \( M \) AC's are running Load Control must trim the load to \( M \). If less than \( M \) AC's are running Load Control must check to see if any AC's are waiting and if so initiate enough AC's to get the load back up to \( M \). The functions to be performed seem clear, but the fact that more than one stream is involved introduces some complications. For example, it is possible that one stream could be properly-loaded and all the other streams could be empty. If there are AC's waiting to be run in the properly-loaded stream, they must wait until running AC's in that stream log out before they may be initiated. This is obviously a waste of system resources since the "computing power" is available to handle more AC's and it is not being used. One solution to this problem might be to allow the waiting AC's to run in other streams. This is satisfactory until such time as new AC's arrive and request to be initiated into streams which might be full of AC's from other streams. Should these new AC's also be placed into streams in which they too do not belong? In this section a strategy
is developed to prevent this sort of chaos while at the same
time assuring that system computing power does not go to waste
if there are waiting AC's which could use that power.

Recalling some definitions given in Section 5.1 a
particular stream is properly-loaded if \( \text{Car}(i) = \text{Ma}(i) \), under-
loaded if \( \text{Car}(i) < \text{Ma}(i) \), and over-loaded if \( \text{Car}(i) > \text{Ma}(i) \). The
load in a particular stream is said to be balanced if the
stream is properly-loaded, or if the stream is under-loaded
and no AC's are waiting to be run in that stream.

One solution to the load control problem in a multiple-
stream system might be to balance the load in each stream
independently of any considerations involving the other streams.
This would result in a system in which

\[
\text{Car}(i) \leq \text{Ma}(i) \quad \text{for } i = 1, 2, \ldots, n
\]

and hence it would always be true that

\[
R = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{Car}(i) \leq M
\]

The ideal situation is \( R = M \). However, the above component-
wise-balanced system may have \( R < M \), even while there are some
waiting AC's (i.e., the situation presented in the beginning
of this section).

To see how the situation in which \( R < M \) and \( W > 0 \) can be
avoided, let us trace the buildup of the load on a
multiple-stream system starting with no running or waiting
AC’s. As requests to initiate new AC’s arrive, Load Control
observes that the current load in each stream is less than
the allowed maximum and therefore allows the AC’s to be
initiated. After a while, however, one of the streams will
eventually become properly-loaded. Suppose that another
AC requests to be placed into the properly-loaded stream.
Load Control checks the load in this stream and discovers
that the stream is full. Load Control can then check the
loads in the other streams to see if there are any available
slots. If there is an available slot, Load Control allows
this new AC to be initiated. This, of course, causes
a properly-loaded stream to become over-loaded. However, the
system as a whole is not over-loaded and therefore by initiating
this new AC into an already properly-loaded stream we are
preventing usable resources from going to waste.

Load Control may continue to allow new AC’s to be
initiated until R becomes equal to M. Once this occurs the
addition of another running AC would cause a genuine over-loaded
situation. Now Load Control must first check to see if the
new AC wishes to be initiated into a stream which is either
properly-loaded or over-loaded. If this is the case then the
new AC is placed into the waiting queue for that stream to avoid over-loading the system. If, however, the stream into which this AC wishes to be placed is under-loaded, then some other stream must be over-loaded causing all slots to be in use. The only reason that this other stream was allowed to use more than its maximum number of slots was to prevent available resources from being wasted. Now, however, there is legitimate demand for these resources and they should be given back to the AC which is specifically requesting them. This poses no real problem to Load Control. It is merely necessary to shelve one AC from the over-loaded stream so that the needed slot becomes available in which to initiate the new AC. This procedure is followed as additional AC's request to be initiated until finally the system reaches a load configuration in which every stream is properly-loaded and there may or may not be AC's waiting to be initiated in any of the streams. This situation is referred to as the ideal load configuration for obvious reasons.

Now consider the load control functions which must be performed when a running AC logs out. Since we know that R was always kept less than or equal to M as the load was building up, it must be true that a slot is made available (i.e., it can not be the case that the system went from
one over-loaded state to a less over-loaded state). Load Control must now decide which waiting AC (if there is any) to initiate into the newly available slot. First preference for the slot goes of course to any AC's waiting in that particular stream. Note that if the scheme proposed in this section for initiating new AC's is used, then it is not possible for an AC to be waiting in a stream which is under-loaded. Therefore if no AC is waiting in the stream in which an AC just logged out, then Load Control must initiate one of the AC's waiting in any of the properly-loaded or over-loaded streams.

Thus we have arrived at a scheme for initiating and shelving AC's which assures that available slots never go to waste if there is demand for them, while at the same time we have developed a mechanism which guarantees an AC first priority in claiming slots allocated to the stream in which that AC wishes to run. Figure 5.6 illustrates the load control operations discussed in this section. The reapportionment function is treated separately in the next section because of its complexity in a multiple-stream system.
**APPORTIONMENT:**

- administrator specifies $n_1 \cdots n_n$

**A USER REQUESTS THAT A NEW AC BE PLACED IN STREAM 1:**

- $R_1$? yes -> place entry for this AC in running queue for stream 1
  - output

  $C_{ar(1)} \leftarrow C_{ar(1)}^+$

- $R_1$? no
  - $C_{ar(1)} \leftarrow C_{ar(1)}$
  - output

- $n_1$? yes -> shelve one AC from one of the over-loaded streams
  - output

  $C_{aw(i)} \leftarrow C_{aw(i)} + 1$

- $n_1$? no
  - output

**A RUNNING AC LOGS OUT OF STREAM 1:**

- $C_{ar(1)} \leftarrow C_{ar(1)} - 1$
  - delete entry for this AC from running queue for stream 1
  - output

- $C_{aw(i)}? = 0$
  - yes
    - output
    - $C_{ar(1)} \leftarrow C_{ar(1)}$
    - $w \leftarrow 0$
    - $C_{ar(1)} \leftarrow C_{ar(1)}$

  - place entry for this AC from another stream ($j$)
  - output

- $C_{aw(i)}? = 0$
  - no
    - output

**Figure 5.6 Load Control in a Multiple-Stream Purely Absentee System**
5.6 Load Reapportionment in a Multiple-Stream Purely Absentee System

In Section 5.5 requests for new AC's and logouts of running AC's were handled in an orderly fashion to prevent the overall system from becoming overloaded. The scheme presented never requires the system to become temporarily overloaded while in the process of adjusting to its new load configuration. When the system load is reapportioned by the System Administrator, however, each stream as well as the entire system might become overloaded and thus it is necessary to provide a mechanism for quickly adjusting the overall system to a properly-loaded state. Besides load trimming which may be necessary, it is also possible that the load balance within the streams may become severely distorted by a reapportionment. In this section a strategy is presented for quickly and smoothly readjusting the system load configuration after a reapportionment. The load control operations necessary for reapportionment are illustrated in Figure 5.7.

To effect the reapportionment, the System Administrator specifies new values of $M_a(1)$ through $M_a(n)$. Load Control first checks to see if the overall system has assumed an overloaded state ($R > N$). If it has then $R - N$ AC's are
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immediately shelved from some of the over-loaded streams.

Then Load Control proceeds to balance the remainder of the load, an operation which is discussed later in this section. The question arises here as to how to choose AC's to be shelved. Several criteria are useful in making this decision, but perhaps the most significant is to assume that there is some ordering among the various streams (i.e., assume each stream corresponds to a different priority in a priority scheme). Thus the first AC to be shelved is one of the AC's in the over-loaded stream of lowest priority. Similarly, a strategy to use for selecting AC's to be initiated might be to initiate an AC waiting in the stream of highest priority. Note that within the stream itself there is never any ambiguity as to which AC should be selected for shelving or initiation. The entry at the front of the waiting queue is always the next to be initiated; the entry last-in to the running queue is next to be shelved.

If the reapportionment causes the overall system to become properly-loaded ($R=M$) then it is still possible that some adjustments have to be made and the balancing mechanism is invoked.

If reapportionment causes the overall system to become under-loaded ($R<N$) then the situation becomes more complex
depending upon how many AC's are waiting to be initiated and whether or not these AC's are waiting in under-loaded streams. If the total number of waiting AC's in all streams is less than or equal to the under-load \( (N-R) \) then all the waiting AC's may be initiated and the reapportionment operations are complete. If the number of waiting AC's is greater than the under-load then we must consider just how many of these waiting AC's are really entitled to be run in their respective streams. More specifically, we are interested in the number of AC's which are waiting to be run in under-loaded streams, and of these we are only interested in the first \( M_{a(i)} < C_{aw(i)} \) waiting AC's in each stream (since initiating more than this amount would cause the stream to become over-loaded). We refer to the number of AC's satisfying these conditions as the proper-demand, and define

\[
\text{proper-demand} = W_p = \sum_{\text{all under-loaded streams}} \left[ \min(M_{a(i)} - C_{ar(i)} , C_{aw(i)}) \right]
\]

If the proper-demand is less than the under-load Load Control immediately initiates all of the proper-demand waiting AC's. Now \( R \) is still less than \( M \), but every one of the AC's entitled
to be running is running. Load Control now initiates
\[ N - (R + W_p) \] additional AC's to bring the load up to \( N \)
the reapportionment is complete. If \( W_p \) is greater than
the under-load Load Control immediately initiates \( N-R \) of
the proper-demand waiting AC's, but the reapportionment is
not yet complete since more proper-demand AC's are still
waiting, and hence the load balancing mechanism must
be invoked.

From the preceding discussion it is clear that the
load balancing mechanism is called upon whenever Load Control
has ascertained that \( R=\overline{R} \), but there may still be some
proper-demand waiting AC's which must replace AC's running
in over-loaded streams. The balancing mechanism checks to see if there are indeed any proper-demand waiting AC's. If
not the reapportionment is complete. If there are then
Load Control shelves one AC from the lowest priority over-
loaded stream and initiates one AC into the highest-priority
underloaded stream. This procedure continues until there
are no additional proper-demand waiting AC's.

To summarize sections 5.5 and 5.6, a mechanism has been
presented to perform efficiently the load control operations
required in a multiple-stream purely absentee system. The
mechanism has the following significant characteristics:

1 - The System Administrator can control the amount of absentee usage in each computation stream by specifying the maximum number of AC's which may run in that stream at one time.

2 - The mechanism prevents waste of available slots by allowing properly-loaded streams to become over-loaded as long as there is no demand for these slots from AC's in the streams to which the slots belong.

3 - The mechanism guarantees an AC first claim to slots in its own stream. If all slots on the system are in use when an AC requests one of its rightful slots then an AC is shelved from one of the over-loaded streams.

4 - The System Administrator is provided with the ability to reapportion the loads in the various streams at any time during system operation.

5 - The mechanism is constructed in such a way as to comply quickly and efficiently with reapportionment requests from the System Administrator. If a reapportionment causes the system to assume an over-loaded state, the over-load is corrected quickly
so that the system operates with an over-load for the shortest possible time, and then any balancing which must be done to assure AC's first claim to their own stream's slots is done on a "shelve-one-initiate-one" basis to keep the system operating with all slots in use.

5.7 Load Control in a Multiple-Stream Purely Interactive System

Now consider a system devoted to servicing only interactive computations. One improvement which might be made to the scheme in Section 5.2 is to consider that there is some ordering associated with the running IC's which indicates the next IC to be logged out in the event that such action is indeed necessary. By analogy to the case of absentee computations we define here the notion of an interactive computation stream. Furthering the analogy we assume that it is desirable for some reason (such as a priority scheme) to differentiate between various types of IC's. Thus we arrive at a multiple-stream mechanism for handling interactive computations similar to the absentee mechanism described in Sections 5.5 and 5.6. In this section we consider the
modifications which must be made to adapt the absentee mechanism to the handling of interactive computations.

Note immediately that there are no waiting queues in the interactive streams. This is the case because a user is only present for as long as it takes for his logging in attempt. Thus it is not meaningful to consider interactive demand at this level.

Next consider the problem of attempting to fill all interactive slots if the demand for them exists. If the system load operates at a level such that no stream ever becomes properly-loaded then the load control operations are identical to those in the absentee mechanism. However, suppose that one stream does become properly-loaded while some other streams remain under-loaded. If a new IC should request to be initiated into the properly-loaded stream, Load Control has only two choices. Either it can initiate the IC and over-load the stream, or it can refuse to initiate the IC (i.e., the IC cannot be placed into a waiting queue for an indefinite period until a slot becomes available). If initiation is refused then waste occurs because an available slot goes unused. If the IC is initiated then this waste is prevented, but another problem arises. What happens when the overall system becomes properly-loaded (i.e., no more
available interactive slots), and a user attempts to log into an under-loaded stream? In the case of the absentee mechanism it was possible to make a slot available immediately by shelving one AC from an over-loaded stream. In the interactive case, however, making a slot available would necessitate logging out an IC from an over-loaded stream.

This is contrary to the continuous service policy discussed in Section 5.2. Several alternatives are available here, but unfortunately none of them is as neat as the shelving of an AC:

1 - Do not allow any streams to become over-loaded.
   Control the load in each stream independently of the load in any other stream. This results in a component-wise-balanced system. The obvious disadvantage is that slots available in under-loaded streams can never be used by IC's from over-loaded streams thus causing waste of available slots.

2 - Allow overflow in all streams. Initiate new IC's into whichever stream they request as long as slots are available in any of the stream. Once all slots are in use allow no additional IC's until slots again become available. This method assures that
available slots never go to waste, but has the disadvantage that IC's do not get first claim to slots in the streams in which the IC's specify they would like to run.

3 - Allow overflow in all streams. Guarantee completion to all IC's once initiated. If a new IC requests to be initiated into an under-loaded stream then initiate the IC into that stream and trim the load in an overloaded stream by attrition. This method prevents waste of available slots and assures IC's first claim to slots in the streams in which the IC's specify they would like to run. The disadvantage is that the trim-by-attrition might result in a slow trim and hence the overall system might be forced to operate in an overloaded state for some time.

Each of these methods has its advantages and disadvantages, but none of them is a "perfect" solution. Our inability to arrive at such a solution here is attributable to the fact that there is no action which may be performed on IC's to correspond to the shelving of AC's. Thus a particular Load Control implementation might choose one of these schemes (or perhaps others) depending upon the particular problems at that installation. If we assume that the most desirable
properties are preventing waste of available slots and guaranteeing IC's first claim to the slots in the streams in which these IC's wish to run, then we arrive at another scheme (which is still, incidentally, not a perfect solution) which is similar to the third scheme above, but prevents the overall system from becoming overloaded:

4 - Allow overflow in all streams, however, if an IC is initiated into a properly-loaded or over-loaded stream then the IC is given second-class status and is warned that his computation is likely to be logged out if the overall system becomes properly-loaded and an IC demands a slot in an under-loaded stream. This method does not assure IC's continuous service, but still allows an IC to get on and use a slot for as long as the slot is not in demand. Since the IC is warned of its second-class status it knows that it is likely to be logged out and hence it can take advantage of being logged in to get a small job done. Of course, as other IC's log out of this over-loaded stream, the IC we are considering may eventually be able to be removed from the over-load portion of the stream. At this time the system could inform the IC that it is no longer of second-class status.
We will assume that this last method is used for the purpose of any further discussions in this thesis. Again, other methods might be more desirable in particular installations.

Now consider the reapportionment problem in a multiple-stream purely interactive system. Since we are allowing streams to become over-loaded as long as the overall system does not become over-loaded, reapportionment can be handled rather straightforwardly. If the total number of running IC's is less than or equal to the maximum allowed, then no action need be taken (note that there are no waiting IC's to be considered as in the absentee case). If the total number of running IC's is greater than the allowed maximum then Load Control logs out IC's from the lowest priority over-loaded streams until the number of running IC's is equal to the maximum allowed. To aid the IC's which are to be logged out Load Control might warn them a few minutes in advance to allow them to "clean up" any details before being forced off the system.

5.8 Load Control in a Hybrid System with Multiple Interactive and Absentee Streams

In this section we combine the mechanisms developed
for handling multiple-stream absentee systems and multiple-stream interactive systems to form a mechanism for handling mixed interactive/absentee systems. (see Figures 5.10 and 5.11).

Figure 5.8 illustrates a multiple-stream queueing mechanism for handling a mixed interactive/absentee system. For the purposes of this discussion we assume that there are n absentee streams and m interactive streams. Note that there are no waiting queues for IC's. This is consistent with our previous discussion of interactive streams.

Figure 5.9 summarizes the parameters used by Load Control in making its various load balancing decisions. The reader is urged to familiarize himself with the definitions of these parameters before proceeding with the following discussion.

Previously, we have considered systems which supported either IC's or AC's but not both. In these systems the apportionment made by the System Administrator was said to divide the system into a certain number of slots, each of which was capable of handling one running computation. It is worthwhile to note here that we have assumed in this division that each slot is, in some sense, of equal size. Thus we have also assumed that regardless of the characteristics of the computations using the slots, the actual demands placed upon the system by these computations is directly proportional to
Figure 5.8 Queueing Mechanism for a System with Multiple Interactive and Absentee Streams
\( c_{\text{av}}(j) \) = current number of running ACs in stream \( j \) 
\( c_{\text{av}}(j) \) = current number of running DCs in stream \( j \) 
\( n_{\text{av}}(j) \) = average number of running ACs in stream \( j \) 
\( \lambda_{\text{av}}(j) \) = current number of failed DCs in stream \( j \) 
\( k_{\text{av}}(j) \) = maximum number of running DCs allowed in stream \( j \) 

\[ W = \sum_{j} c_{\text{av}}(j) \] = total number of running ACs in the system 
\[ H_A = \sum_{j} c_{\text{av}}(j) \] = total number of running ACs in the system 
\[ H_A = \sum_{j} n_{\text{av}}(j) \] = maximum number of running ACs allowed in the system 
\[ H_A = \sum_{j} \lambda_{\text{av}}(j) \] = total number of running DCs in the system 
\[ H_A = \sum_{j} k_{\text{av}}(j) \] = maximum number of running DCs allowed in the system 

\[ H_P = H_A + H_A \] = total number of computations allowed on the system

\[ H_P = \sum_{j} \left[ \frac{\text{total amount of work on all of the \( j \) streams}}{\text{all AC streams}} \right] \] = maximum size of instant fail (controllable) memory of \( n_{\text{av}} \) and \( c_{\text{av}} \) as negative in some cases.
the number of slots in use. This is obviously a simplifying assumption which can be avoided by providing a module capable of deciding just how "big" the slot need be to effectively service a particular computation. With such a module available we could proceed to define an atomic-slot as the unit of computation size measurement. Computation streams could then be envisioned to consist of atomic-slots, and each computation requesting to be run in a particular stream would be granted an appropriate number of atomic-slots in that stream. A stream would then be considered properly-loaded if all of its atomic-slots were in use.

This problem was discussed here because we must again make a simplifying assumption, namely that absentee slots are the same "size" as interactive slots. From the discussion above we can envision ways of avoiding this assumption, too.

The System Administrator apportions system computing power by specifying the maximum number of computations which may run in each of the absentee and interactive streams. Reapportionment may also be done and is discussed later in this section.

When an IC attempts to log in to stream \( k(n_{abs}+n_{int}) \) Load Control checks to see if the total number of running computations on the system is less than the maximum number allowed. If
APPORTIONMENT:

Administrator specifies
N_w(1)\cdots N_w(n)
\mu(1)\cdots \mu(n+1)

IC ATTEMPTS TO LOG INTO STREAM j:

- yes
  - yes: initiate the new IC into stream j
  - no:
    - R_T < M_T: place AC in waiting queue for stream j
    - R_A < M_A: log out one IC
    - C_{av}(t) < C_{aw}:
      - yes: shelve one AC
      - no: shelve one AC

- no:
  - yes: shelve one AC
  - no: IC cannot log in now

AC LOGS OUT OF STREAM j:

- yes: unshelve one AC from waiting queue for stream j
- no:
  - yes: unshelve one AC
  - no: IC LOGS OUT OF STREAM j

USER REQUESTS AN AC TO BE RUN IN STREAM j:

- yes
  - yes: initiate the AC into stream j
  - no:
    - yes: log out one IC
    - no:
      - yes: shelve one AC
      - no: shelve one AC

- no: place AC in waiting queue for stream j

Figure 5.10 Load Control in a System with Multiple Interactive and Absentee Computation Streams
If $R_T$ is indeed less than $N_T$ then the IC is initiated immediately. Note that Load Control proceeds to check whether stream $j$ is now over-loaded, and if it is over-loaded the user is warned that there is a possibility his IC may be logged out (since the slot taken by his IC really belongs to another stream). If the system is now full (i.e., $R_T$ is equal to $N_T$) then Load Control checks if the interactive "portion" of the system is full. If not then clearly some absentee stream is over-loaded and Load Control shelves one computation from the lowest priority over-loaded stream and initiates the IC into stream $j$ again checking if $j$ is over-loaded and warning the user if it is. If the interactive portion of the system is full, Load Control looks at stream $j$ to see if it is full. If stream $j$ is not full then clearly one of the interactive streams is over-loaded and Load Control logs out one IC from the lowest priority over-loaded interactive stream and initiates the new IC into stream $j$. If stream $j$ is full then Load Control informs the user that he may not log in at this time. Note that one further alternative is still available to Load Control for attempting to initiate this IC now, Load Control could check if any stream with lower priority than stream $j$ is over-loaded and if so could then log one IC out of this stream and initiate the new IC.
This alternative is avoided here mostly because of our efforts to provide continuous service (if at all possible) to running IC's.

When a new AC requests to be run in stream j (Isjen) Load Control checks to see if the system is full and, if not, initiates the AC immediately. Note that no warning need be given to an AC if stream j is overloaded. If the system is full Load Control checks if the absentee portion of the system is full. If not, then clearly some interactive stream is over-loaded and Load Control logs out an IC from the lowest priority over-loaded interactive stream and initiates the AC into stream j. If the absentee portion of the system is full Load Control checks if stream j is full. If not, then clearly some other absentee stream is over-loaded and Load Control shelves one AC from the lowest priority over-loaded stream and initiates the new AC into stream j. If stream j is full, then the AC may not be initiated now and Load Control places the AC in the waiting queue for stream j.

Note that this discussion and the diagrams of Figure 5.10 have been simplified by the omission of some of the queue manipulation details prevalent in previous discussions. Thus when a computation is said to be initiated or shelved in this discussion it is meant to be implicit here that these manipulations are performed when appropriate.
When an IC logs out of stream j Load Control checks if any AC's are waiting. If there are none then no operations are performed. If there are AC's waiting then Load Control initiates one AC.

When an AC logs out of stream j Load Control checks if any AC's are waiting in stream j. If there are then Load Control initiates one AC into stream j. If no AC's are waiting in stream j Load Control checks if AC's are waiting in any other absentee streams. If there are then one AC is initiated.

Note that in a system in which the load builds up under the control of the above mechanism the overall system never becomes over-loaded and no AC is ever placed into a waiting queue if slots are available in the stream in which the AC wishes to run. Reapportionment, however, can cause both of these conditions to occur and the methods of alleviating these problems will now be discussed.

5.9 Load Reapportionment in a Hybrid System with Multiple Interactive and Absentee Streams

Figure 5.11 illustrates the operations which must be performed by Load Control to smoothly effect a load reapportionment ordered by the System Administrator. The
Figure 5.11: Load Reapportionment in a System with Multiple Interactive and Absentee Computation Streams
mechanism is designed to provide continuous service to those computations which are entitled to continue running under the new apportionment, while, at the same time, quickly eliminating (i.e., shelving AC's and logging out IC's) those computations which should no longer be allowed to run. The strategy employed involves first increasing or decreasing the current load until the proper number of slots are in use. This results in the system becoming properly-loaded under the new apportionment. Then Load Control proceeds to locate any AC's which should be running. If the overall system is still under-loaded when this procedure begins then Load Control initiates enough of these AC's to bring the system up to a properly-loaded state. Once the system is properly-loaded if any more waiting AC's should really be running then clearly some streams are over-loaded. Load Control eliminates one computation from an over-loaded stream and initiates one of these AC's. This procedure continues until no more of the waiting AC's should be running. The following discussion considers these operations in more detail.

The Administrator effects a reapportionment by respecifying the maximum number of computations which may
run in each stream in the system. Load Control first checks if the total number of running computations is greater than the maximum allowed under the new apportionment. If \( R_T \) is greater than \( N_T \) then Load Control must eliminate computations from over-loaded streams to get the load down to \( N_T \). If the number of running AC's, \( R_A \), is less than or equal to the maximum number of AC's allowed, \( N_A \), then the total over-load is made of IC's. Load Control logs out \( R_T - N_T \) of the IC's in over-loaded interactive streams (beginning with the lowest priority streams). Once these IC's have been logged out the system is properly-loaded. However, it is still possible that the reapportionment caused some of the waiting AC's to become proper-demand waiting AC's and hence Load Control invokes the balancing mechanism to initiate all proper-demand waiting AC's and log out enough over-load computations to keep the system from becoming over-loaded.

If \( R_A \) is greater than \( N_A \) then some AC's must be shelved. In particular, if the absentee over-load is greater than the total system over-load then \( R_T - N_T \) AC's are shelved. If the absentee over-load is not greater than the total system over-load then all over-load AC's are shelved and then enough over-load IC's are logged out to bring the total system load down to \( N_T \). In each of the above two cases the load-balancing mechanism is invoked after the eliminations.
Up to this point we have been considering cases in which the overall system is over-loaded. If after the reapportionment the overall system becomes properly loaded \((R_{L}=N_{T})\) then it is still possible that some AC's have become proper-demand waiting AC's and hence the load balancing mechanism is invoked.

If the reapportionment causes the overall system to become under-loaded then Load Control must first bring the system up to a properly-loaded state if there is enough AC demand. If the number of waiting AC's is less than or equal to the system under-load, then all waiting AC's are initiated and we are done. If there are more waiting AC's than the system under-load then Load Control checks how many of these AC's are proper-demand waiting AC's. If the number of proper-demand waiting AC's is greater than the under-load then Load Control initiates enough of these to get the system up to a properly-loaded state and then invokes the load balancing mechanism to initiate all of the remaining proper-demand waiting AC's. If the number of proper-demand waiting AC's is less than or equal to the under-load then Load Control initiates all of the proper-demand waiting AC's and then initiates enough of the remaining AC's to bring the overall system up to a properly-loaded state and we are done.
The load balancing mechanism is only invoked when the overall system load is equal to the maximum load allowed under the new apportionment. The mechanism checks if there are any proper-demand waiting AC's. If not then we are done. If there are proper-demand waiting AC's then clearly some stream is over-loaded. We know at this point that all slots are in use. Thus it must be true that either AC's are using all AC slots and IC's are using all IC slots, or one of the modes is using more than its allocated number of slots. If both modes are using their allocated slots and there are proper-demand waiting AC's then clearly some AC's are running in over-loaded streams. Load Control shelves one of these over-load AC's and initiates one proper-demand waiting AC and repeats this process until all proper-demand waiting AC's have been initiated. If AC's are using more than their allocated number of slots then the balancing procedure is the same as if both modes are using their allocated slots. However, if IC's are using more than their allocated slots then Load Control logs out one over-load IC and initiates one proper-demand waiting AC. This process continues until either the number of running IC's is equal to the maximum number of IC's allowed or all proper-demand waiting AC's are initiated. If the first condition is satisfied first then
there may still be some proper-demand waiting AC's. Load Control handles this by shelving one over-load AC and initiating one proper-demand waiting AC and continuing this process until all proper-demand waiting AC's have been initiated.
CHAPTER 6

Commands for use with Absentee Computations

Users of the computer system communicate with the system by issuing commands (usually in the form of typewritten statements) at remote terminals. This chapter discusses a set of commands used by system users and administrative personnel to create, monitor, and terminate absentee computations. The discussion here is less detailed than in Chapters 4 and 5; it is included to illustrate what functions might usefully be controlled at the command level.

6.1 Creating an AC

Creating an AC involves two functions. First, the identification of the user must be validated to prevent unauthorized access to the system. Second, the user must inform the system of the absentee source file which is to be used for input to the computation, and the absentee output file which is to receive output from the computation. Additional parameters are supplied to specify in which stream the user wishes his AC to be run, the time limit to be placed on the running AC to prevent waste if the AC
develops problems while the user is not present, and perhaps the user may wish to give a date and time before which his AC should not be run (useful if it is known that data needed by the AC will not be available until that time).

The CREATE-ABS command is provided for users to create AC's. CREATE-ABS may be used by an IC or an AC belonging to the user creating the new AC. Since the computation must already be logged in there is no identity validation necessary. CREATE-ABS results in a call to Load Control which either initiates the computation immediately or places it into the waiting queue for the specified stream depending upon the current system load.

6.2 Terminating an AC

Every computation, upon completion must undergo an orderly logging out procedure to remove the computation from the system and take care of certain "cleanup" problems. In addition, it is sometimes desirable to be able to bring a computation to an early end (such as when the user discovers he has left an AC running with bad input data).

The TERM-ABS command is provided to perform both the normal-end and early-end functions for AC's. The user specifies the computation-identification of the AC to be
terminated. Load Control is called upon to search the queueing mechanism to see if the AC is waiting to be run, running, or no longer on the system (either it is done or the computation-identification was incorrect). If the AC is waiting to be run then the entry for the AC in the waiting queue is deleted. If the AC is currently running then it is stopped immediately and logged out. If the AC is not on the system then the user is so informed.

6.3 Changing the Stream (Priority) of an AC

When the system is heavily loaded the user may find that his AC's take longer to run to completion. To speed up the processing the user may wish to place the AC into a higher priority stream (for which he may be charged more but will get better service).

The CHANGE-STREAM command is provided to remove an AC from one stream and place it into another. The user specifies the computation-identification of his IC, the stream it is currently in, and the stream into which it is to be placed. Note that the CHANGE-STREAM command is also useful for switching IC's from one interactive stream to another.
6.4 Converting an IC to an AC

A user may wish to run a large computation as absentee but in order to be sure that he has set the computation up properly he may want to run it interactively for a while. Once the computation gets going successfully (perhaps the user notes that the proper output is being generated) then the user may convert this running computation to absentee.

The CONVERT command is provided to enable a user to switch a running IC to an AC. The user first presses the "QUIT" button at his terminal to stop the computation so that the CONVERT command may be typed.

6.5 Converting an AC to an IC

The user may wish to monitor the progress of one of his AC's for a while to make sure that it is running smoothly, or perhaps the user would like to make some changes in the absentee source file or other data supplied to the AC.

The CAPTURE command is provided to allow the user to capture control of one of his AC's so that it can be controlled from the user's terminal. Note that the user may wish to finish the computation interactively or he may wish to issue a CONVERT command to allow the computation to finish as absentee.
Note that by using CAPTURE and CONVERT the user may actually control several computations at one time from a single terminal. This is particularly convenient for computations which may need only minor intervention.

6.6 Obtaining Status Information for a User's Computations

A user may have many computations running at one time and may have many absentee computations in the waiting queues waiting to be run. The user may want to monitor the progress of these computations and find out if it might be necessary to intervene (via CAPTURE and CONVERT) with some of them to correct any error conditions which might exist. Also, the user may find that some computations are running too slowly and thus it may be desirable to issue a CHANGE-STREAM command.

The STATUS command is provided to give the user information about his various computations on the system. STATUS may be used either to find out about a specific computation, a group of computations, or about all of this user's computations. Information is returned to the user indicating how much time each computation has used, what dedicated resources are being used by each computation, when each computation was initiated, etc.
6.7 Requesting Intervention by an IC

Normally, if an AC develops problems while it is running it cannot be run to completion because it needs information which is unavailable to it in the absence of its owner. However, if a user who submits an AC happens to also be running interactively when such trouble occurs then it is possible that the user will be able to supply the necessary information (or corrections) to the AC so that it may run to completion.

The INTERVENE command is provided to aid an interactive user in specifying that he is available to aid his AC's if trouble develops. Sometimes the nature of the interactive user's work would make it undesirable to be interrupted by a call for help by an AC and in such a case INTERVENE would not be issued by the IC. An interactive user uses CAPTURE and CONVERT to effect an intervention.

6.8 Specifying the AC-IC Load Apportionment

The System Administrator must specify the apportionment of system computing power between the various computation streams on the system.

The LOAD-SPEC command is provided to allow the
System Administrator to make a load apportionment or reapportionment. The initial load apportionment is performed at system startup time and reapportionments may be done whenever necessary. If for a particular application the apportionments should be the same for certain regular periods (shifts) then the System Administrator may specify apportionments for each of these shifts and Load Control will keep these available. Whenever the time for a new shift arises then Load Control will dynamically reapportion the system in the manner discussed in Chapter 5.

6.9 Other Commands for Administrative Personnel

Administrative personnel may find the STATUS and TERM-ABS commands useful. STATUS may be used to obtain status information for any computation on the entire system and TERM-ABS may be used to terminate an AC which appears to be causing problems (such as tying up certain resources).
CHAPTER 7
Summary

The work described in this thesis was concentrated in two areas: a general discussion about the characteristics of absentee computations, and the design of a mechanism for handling absentee computations in a multiple-access computer system.

Perhaps the most significant contributions of the thesis are the concepts of shelving and unshelving absentee computations, the concepts of absentee and interactive computation streams, the design of the multiple-stream queueing mechanism, and the design of the load control mechanism for hybrid multiple-stream interactive/absentee systems.

The design of the combined queueing and load control mechanisms has the following significant characteristics:

1. The System Administrator may apportion the computing capability of the system between interactive and absentee computations in any proportion whatever. This allows the system to be 100% interactive,
100% absentee, or any intermediate combination of the two modes.

2 - The computation stream concept allows computations of different "types" to run in different streams. One such differentiation might be a priority scheme in which each stream contains all the computations of a particular priority.

3 - Absentee streams have the property that running computations may be temporarily suspended and restarted (shelved and unshelved) several times as they flow through the stream. This property is one of the keys to the success of the load control mechanism.

4 - The multiple-stream mechanism has the property that the load in each stream is individually controlled.

5 - The multiple-stream mechanism maintains a precise ordering among all computations whether they be interactive or absentee and waiting or running. For example, in a priority scheme the computation streams are ordered by their respective priorities. Within each computation stream waiting computations are ordered by virtue of their position within the waiting queue (first-in-first-out discipline is used in this work for choosing the next entry), and
running computations are ordered by virtue of their position within the running queue (last-in-first-out-discipline is used in this work).

Thus, if at any time the load control mechanism wishes to eliminate or initiate a computation, the choice of which computation to eliminate or which to initiate is determined by the ordering described above. Thus the load control mechanism is made more efficient than it would be if the above choice was not always predetermined.

6 - The load control mechanism prevents waste of available computation slots by allowing streams to become overloaded if slots in other streams are unused. At the same time, the mechanism assures computations in a particular stream first claim to slots which have been specifically allocated to that stream. Thus stream i can become over-loaded by using available slots in stream j. However, if the demand builds up again in j, then the over-load stream i computation must relinquish the usurped slot and is either shelved if it is absentee or is logged out if it is interactive.
Finally, the load control mechanism effects load reapportionments quickly and smoothly. If a computation running before the reapportionment should also run after the reapportionment, load control carefully avoids either shelving or logging out the computation. Initiation of waiting computations and elimination of running computations is done quickly because the ordering described in (5) above makes the selection such computations trivial.

It is worthwhile to note here that there are two obvious levels at which load control decisions can be made, namely the admission level and the scheduling level. At the admission level decisions are made regarding which AC's and IC's shall be allowed to log in to the system. At the scheduling level decisions are made regarding which of the logged in AC's and IC's shall be the next to be given a processor when one becomes available. The mechanism designed in this work operates at the admission level only. Once this load control mechanism allows a computation to log into the system, the computation must then fend for itself in the
competition for processors. At this higher level decisions must be made on the basis of less specific information and must be intended to be enforced over longer periods of time. The apportionment we speak of would probably be in force for at least several hours at a time, and the load control mechanism we propose might be reasonably certain to assure that actual usage closely approximates the apportionment in the average over such a long period.

Recalling the simplifying assumptions made in Chapter 5, namely that each slot is the same size regardless of the particular traits of the computation using the slot, we see that perhaps it would be useful to have our load control mechanism receive information from the scheduling level. Such information combined with an atomic-slot mechanism as discussed in Chapter 5 would help to provide much more precise control over the system load than the mechanism proposed in this work. The design of such a mechanism is suggested for those interested in pursuing research in this area.
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**Abstract**

In multiple-access computer systems, emphasis is placed upon servicing several interactive users simultaneously. However, many computations do not require user interaction, and the user may therefore want to run these computations "absentee" (or, user not present). A mechanism is presented which provides for the handling of absentee computations in a multiple-access computer system. The design is intended to be implementation-independent. Some novel features of the system's design are: a user can switch computations from interactive to absentee (and vice versa), the system can temporarily suspend and then continue absentee computations to aid in maintaining an efficient absentee-interactive workload on the system, system administrative personnel can apportion system resources between interactive and absentee computations in order to place emphasis upon a particular mode during certain periods of operation, and the system's multiple-computation-stream facility allows the user to attach priorities to his absentee computations by placing the computations in either low-, standard-, or high-priority streams.
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